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Testing materials differ depending
on which stage of the project
being testing. Discovery studies
may not have any materials but
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Research Templates: Qualitative Interviews

Kick-off template
Project description
2-3 sentences describing the project. Start with researcher assumptions but validate
during the meeting.
Objectives
2-4 objectives is the most that can be reasonably covered in a one hour session
depending on complexity. These are completed during the kick-off meeting and will be
used to create the discussion guide for the sessions.
Participant criteria
These are completed during the kick-off meeting and will be used to create the
recruiting screener. Be mindful of any legal compliance issues regarding discrimination.
Team
Start with researcher assumptions but validate during the kick-off meeting. These are
completed during the kick-off meeting.
• Product owner: Looking for decision makers on the product side to be accountable
during the research process.
• Project manager: if any
• Design lead: Looking for the person responsible for providing testing materials (mock
ups, prototypes, etc…), if any.
• Research lead: Me!
• Recruiters: could be an outside vendor
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Timeline: Actual dates set during the meeting. From kick-off to presentation is usually
between 4-6 weeks. Researcher will send out invites after the kick-off to get on
everyones’ calendars. Participant is mandatory for responsible parties and strongly
recommended for everyone else.
Touchpoints
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This sample template is a recreation from memory. Due to strict NDAs, I don’t have any of the
original work that I did.
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Screener template
Demographics
These are based on information provided during the kick-off meeting. They are based
on who the test participant is to represent the most likely user groups of the final
product.
Without any constraints, researchers try to get a good mix of ages, genders, localities,
educational backgrounds, etc… However, a project my be focused just on millennials or
baby boomers and constrain to that specific age range.
X. What is your age range?
	

18-25! !
DISMISS
!
26-45
!
46-60! !
DISMISS
!
61-70! !
DISMISS
!
71+! !
DISMISS
!
Skills/Behaviors needed
These are based on information provided during the kick-off meeting. They are
necessary skills/behaviors to represent the most likely user groups of the final product.
For example, a mobile app study would need all test participants to be smartphone
users. A mortgage study would require that all test participants were currently in the
process of (or had in the recent past) obtaining a mortgage.
X. Which types of apps due you access on your phone on a regular basis (more
than monthly)? Select all that apply.
	

Shopping
!
Banking!
!
!
If not selected, dismiss
!
Reading
!
News
!
Games!
!
Legal requirements
Find out if there are any compliance approvals needed for screener. Some companies
are sensitive to any perceived discrimination and require legal approval of screeners.
This can add up to two weeks to the timeline.

This sample template is a recreation from memory. Due to strict NDAs, I don’t have any of the
original work that I did.
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Discussion guide template
Intro questions
These are easy questions to ease the participant into the process. I usually confirm
what were already know from the screening process and get them to expand on that.
“I see you just bought a house last year. What was that mortgage experience like?”

Tasks
Tasks are directly based on the research objectives from the kick-off meeting. So there
are usually as many tasks as there are objectives. Each task has three components.
• Scenario: Set the scene for the participant. This is useful mainly in usability studies
where a prototype exists.
“You want to transfer $500 from your checking account into your savings account.”

• Questions
• Discovery: “Walk me through the end-to-end process of a client review meeting from how
you determine that it’s time to schedule the meeting to post-meeting activities.”
• Validation: “Take a look at this mock up and tell me what you see.” “What can you do on
this screen?”
• Usability: After completing the task in the prototype. “How was that experience?”

• Observations: This is just a placeholder for the moderator to make notes.
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Adjective list
The test participants are asked to select 5 adjectives that reflect their experience of the
design they saw or used. It’s not enough to collect the answers. The moderator must
probe to find out what the participant meant. Those answers are sometimes the most
insightful of the whole session.

Final questions
While the participant is selecting adjectives in the lab, I can ask observers if they have
any additional questions.
Lastly, I ask the participant if they have any questions or feedback before releasing
them.
This sample template is a recreation from memory. Due to strict NDAs, I don’t have any of the
original work that I did.
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